
Welcome and thank you for visiting the River to River CWMA’s 2016 WPF workshop 
presentations. This is one in a series of five presentations that were presented in 
different locations across the River to River region in the spring of 2016.  
 
This presentation is on the identification and ecology of priority invasive species in 
southernmost Illinois. Management of these species will be covered in a different 
presentation in this series.  
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Invasive species are typically species that have moved from their historic range to 
new areas that had not previously been inhabited by that species. Often they come 
from different continents and find few natural checks and balances in a landscape 
new to their presence. They frequently have competitive advantages over native 
species, and can be any category of life, from plants and animals to pathogens and 
diseases. Here are a images of a few quintessential invasive species, from the bottom 
left clockwise to the right, kudzu, Asian carp, chestnut blight, and emerald ash borer. 
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One of the more insidious invaders in our region, tree-of-heaven will react to being 
top-killed by fire or by manual cutting by sending up root suckers, a type of shoot 
from a adventitious buds in its roots. If tree-of-heaven is cut or top-killed without 
herbicide treatment, it is likely you will end up with a worse problem than when you 
started. See the management presentation for more information on how to best treat 
this species.  
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Identification of this species is fairly easy, but could appear to be a sumac, walnut, or 
another lookalike.  But, just take a leaf or scrape of the bark and you’ll notice a strong 
odor that is often referred to as a rotten peanut butter smell. 
 
Additional keys to identification are the two glands on the underside base of each 
leaflet (top image), the large heart-shaped leaf scars (middle image), and the flowers 
and seeds in samaras in the early fall.  
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This tree was recently found to be more widespread in our region. It is an ornamental 
that is still sold and planted as a street tree, but should definitely be avoided and a 
native alternative be used in landscaping and greenways.  It likes to invade open areas 
in forests, such as canopy gaps like those that were created in the derecho in May of 
2009, or in ice storms and blow downs more generally. Dense stand are possible and 
this tree should be eliminated whenever encountered.  
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The Amur cork tree can look similar to tree-of-heaven or an ash or even a walnut by 
its leaf/leaflet shape/form. One key component to the identification is the bark. For 
one, the bark of older trees is quite corky as the name implies, but the real giveaway 
is when you shave a little of the outer bark off to reveal a nearly iridescent yellow.  
On younger trees, the bark will peel off readily when cut and pulled down parallel to 
the trunk.  
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Another common landscape plant that often surprises some people when they are 
told that it is an invasive plant. Different cultivars of this plant may not pollinate each 
other, but with different cultivars, cross-pollination is possible that produces fruits 
containing viable seeds. Even if there is only one tree, if the tree sends up a root-
sprout that is not pruned from the base of the tree, it can cross-pollinate with the 
larger tree itself and produce viable seed as well.   
 
Invasion fronts of this species can be easily seen in areas where they were heavily 
planted in landscaping. Check out the nearest tree-line or forest edge near to 
landscaping with these trees and you’re sure to see them flowering in the spring.  
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This tree is easy to spot in the spring flowering season, but a little more tricky as it 
blends in with surrounding vegetation for the rest of the year. But, there are some key 
characteristics to look for such as the simple alternate leaves that are shiny green, the 
brown thorny stems can be a giveaway even in the winter, the fruits are unlike any 
other fruits in our area, and the bark can also be recognizable in the winter. 
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There are four non-native bush honeysuckle species in Illinois, but only one, the Amur 
honeysuckle is the one most likely to be encountered in our region. Like many of our 
non-native woody species, bush honeysuckle tends to leaf out earlier in the spring, 
and retain its leaves longer in the fall than native species. It is also known to be 
allelopathic by inhibiting germination in some species, changes nutrient cycling in 
forests, changes microclimates resulting in trophic cascades, changes leaf litter 
decomposition rates and microbial communities, leads to changes in wildlife use 
(amphibians due to changes in microclimate and/or chemical changes in water and 
soil due to allelopathy, or coyotes)  can alter macroinvertebrate communities in 
headwater streams, and much more… 
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In addition to impacts on other plants, amphibian diversity is reduced in areas with 
bush honeysuckle infestations. Birds frequently next in bush honeysuckle, but those 
nests produce fewer offspring and have greater predation rates than native plants 
that may have protective thorns or that have a more erect form (not arching) that 
would be more challenging for predators to access.  
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Identification is fairly easy with this one. The leaves are distinctive opposite, simple 
and ovate with a pointed tip. The bark is striated tan and stems are hollow. The 
flowers and berries are also very distinctive.  A good time to survey for this species 
would be in the early spring or late fall when most native plant species have lost their 
leaves. 
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Most non-native privets you will find in southern Illinois are the border privet. Just a 
bit south of our area, the Chinese privet is more abundant and is often confused with 
this species. Regardless, both of these species are similar in the ecological damage 
they reap in our natural areas. Privet will keep its foliage late into the fall/winter with 
some individuals being semi-evergreen, which enables it to outcompete native 
species, but can also make it vulnerable to identification, survey, and treatment. 
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Privet has very distinct opposite, simple leaves. The trunks are typically multi-
stemmed, erect, and thorny with smooth bark. 
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Coralberry is a native lookalike to privet and bush honeysuckle. However, it is smaller 
in stature than both species. It has stringy tannish bark that is similar looking to bush 
honeysuckle, but will have a solid stem unlike bush honeysuckle that has a hollow 
pith in its stems. The bark does not look like privet’s smooth bark, so that would be a 
distinguishing characteristic between those two species.  
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Autumn olive is a ubiquitous invader of forest edges and openings and old fields. It 
was formerly widely planted for wildlife, restoring degraded sites, and windbreaks 
among other reasons. Berries are eaten by birds and distributed widely. It will also 
sprout from it’s roots and can produce a seed shadow as well.  
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Because it is a nitrogen fixer, it was often used to restore degraded lands such as strip 
mines. While this may be a useful first stem in repairing the soil, this could also lead 
to excess nitrate leaching impacting water quality in some cases. 
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The leaves are unmistakeable, with a bright silvery underside. The stems are also 
distinctive, with newly grown branches a golden hue with sharp branches and 
whiteish lenticels. Lenticels are raised pores in the stem of a woody plant that allows 
gas exchange between the atmosphere and the internal tissues. Older bark becomes 
dark gray and splits with age. Often larger older trees are leaning towards sunlight 
and break as they begin to rot.  
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Japanese honeysuckle is perhaps the most widely distributed and frequent of the 
invasive plants in southern Illinois.  It can be found throughout nearly all woodlots 
and forests. It prefers more open habitats such as forest edges and openings, but can 
persist, usually as small stems, under closed canopy forests as well. As it ages, it will 
become a woody vine often climbing and covering larger vegetation.  In openings, it 
can also produce mats that smother herbaceous vegetation as well.  
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The leaves are very similar to those of bush honeysuckle except for the occasional 
polymorphic leaves that can be deeply lobed. The young stems are reddish brown, 
turning to a stringy tan bark as the vines mature. The flowers and fruits can also be 
key indicators that you are dealing with Japanese honeysuckle.  
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Another one of our worst invaders in terms of destruction of habitat and changes in 
ecosystems, is Oriental bittersweet. This is another species that is spread by birds 
after the berries are consumed. One sad aspect of the introduction of Oriental 
bittersweet is that it is frequently used in crafts and particularly wreaths. It is believed 
that an Oriental bittersweet wreath was to blame for the major infestation of this 
species in Giant City State Park. A wreath was believed to be lain at the gravestone in 
a cemetary adjacent to the park. The wreath was later discarded in the forest edge 
and the rest is history.  
 
This vine frequently girdles trees by wrapping tightly around the trunks. It will also 
form dense mats and many vines may be seen climbing the same tree or other 
vegetation leading to smothering and extra weight that leads to the death and 
toppling of the supporting vegetation.  
 
As if that weren’t enough, the native species, American bittersweet, is both displaced 
and hybridized by/with Oriental bittersweet.  
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Oriental bittersweet has fruit and flowers located in the leaf axils along the length of 
the stem. American bittersweet, however, only has fruit and flowers in terminal 
clusters. There is also a difference in the color of the capsules surrounding the 
ripened fruit in the fall. Oriental bittersweet has yellow capsules, while those of 
American bittersweet are orange. See 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fsbdev3_017307.pdf for more 
information.  
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The foliage and stems/trunks of the vines are very distinctive (although very similar to 
American bittersweet, see previous slide). The large lenticels on the bark of older 
stems is a dead giveaway, along with the nature of tightly twining and girdling of the 
vegetation it is climbing. The fruits are also very distinctive, but again, see previous 
slide for more info on differences between American and Oriental bittersweets. 
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Multiflora rose is one of the older invasive plants in our region, and some consider it 
to be naturalized. It is a prolific seed producer once mature, and the seeds remain 
viable for a very long time. In addition to spread by seed, new plants can form by 
layering, where a stem touches the ground and re-roots itself to form a new plant.  
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This one is also pretty simple to identify, although there are several native rose 
species that should be distinguished. One key character difference is the serrated 
stipule (the base of the leaf). Multiflora rose will have serrated stipules, while native 
roses have entire stipules. Another difference is the flowers, with most native roses 
having pink flowers and most multiflora rose having white flowers. Stil another 
difference is that multiflora rose will have recurved (backward curving) thorns, while 
native roses have thorns that stick straight out.  
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Another plant that some find surprising to be an invasive plant is the burning bush. It 
is still sold as an ornamental and is popular with some for its attractive red foliage in 
the fall.  Don’t be persuaded! Choose alternatives to this species such as our native 
Euonymus species instead.  
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This is another species that is relatively easy to distinguish, but caution is needed to 
ensure you are not looking at one of our native Euonymus species. Burning bush will 
have distinct leaves and the stems will have four corky ridges, while the native 
Euonymus will have only two wings, or no wings at all. The foliage is generally much 
more dense on the burning bush versus our native Euonymus as well.  
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This is another species that was introduced intentionally as a food source. Anther 
prolific seed producer, and with seeds that can last 7 years in the seed bank, it can be 
difficult to control once established. In addition to the typical problems of 
outcompeting native species for resources, this species also is allelopathic and kills 
off the native mycorrhiza community, which hampers restoration efforts following 
eradication.  
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This is another relatively easy to identify species from the descriptions above, but can 
be confused with violets and a few other species. One definitive way to tell if what 
you are dealing with is garlic mustard is to break off some foliage, crush it, and give it 
a whiff. If is smells of garlic, you know what you have.  
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Another widespread invasive plant in our region is the Japanese stiltgrass. Over the 
last decade, this plant has spread to infest most, but not all and not always 
throughout, natural areas in the River to River region. Quite adaptable, it can infest 
forest edges, in closed canopy forests, trailsides, and even spread into some prairies. 
It is almost always spread by human activities such as ATVs, off-road vehicles, 
mowers, and other avenues. You will frequently find it spread along roadways, rights-
of-way, trails and other corridors.  
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While it is fairly easy to identify once you get an eye for it, it can resemble a few 
native grasses. The silvery midvein of Japanese stiltgrass is the most distinctive 
feature to help distinguish it from others. It is also very soft and weak compared to 
other grasses.  
 
See the document at this link for more information on identification of Japanese 
stiltgrass:  http://www.aces.edu/pubs/docs/A/ANR-1457/ANR-1457.pdf 
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Japanese chaff flower is a relatively new invader to our region, though it is likely more 
widespread than we currently realize. Previously thought to be limited to the Ohio 
River basin and the Cache River area, it has now been found in Makanda and near 
Pomona and is expected to be found in many more places as more people become 
aware of this incredibly destructive invasive plant. Its origin in the US is unknown, but 
the earliest record was from Kentucky in the 1980s. Whie floodwaters have spread 
this species downstream, it also has barbs that readily sticks to fur, feathers, and 
clothing, and will likely continue to spread.  
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The leaves of this species are simple and opposite and have a distinctive arcing 
veination that is very similar to that of a dogwood leaf.  The stems are also distinctive 
with some red persisting at branching nodes in mature plants. The flower spike is also 
very distinctive, and the clinging of the fruits to fur and clothing by way of the bracts 
can also help identify this species.  
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Thanks for checking out this presentation of the River to River Cooperative Weed 
Management Area!  Be sure to check out the other four presentations in this series 
and see our website at www.rtrcwma.org for more resources and information such as 
these guides to the identification and management of invasive plants in Southern 
Illinois.  
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